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Introduction

Our cranberry bog project started when our land abutter in South Tamworth, New Hamp
exhausted sand \gravel pit, was required to reclaim the pit area by the state. Sewage slud
proposed as one additive that could turn the old pit into green open space. Currently, so
sandpits in New Hampshire lie atop glacial outwash plains, aquifers which contain drink
water. The Community School's property is located over part of this aquifer. In our are
successfully opposed the use of sludge on the pit floors because we were concerned the h
metals in the sludge would go directly into the ground water. So the Community School
small, progressive school for 7 th-I2 th graders, which also operates a four-acre certified o
vegetable farm, joined forces with the sandpit owner to look for another sustainable solu
What could sandy soils produce that would require few or no additives? How could san
be farmed intensively over long periods of time without polluting the ground water? We
looking at native cranberries and other wild plants already growing in the abandoned pit
worked with the owner to develop the cranberry project.
Our goal for this project

We made it our goal to research the feasibility of commercial organic farming of two na
crops on exhausted gravel pits. The first crop was native wild cranberries, to harvest an
propagate for the holiday market. The second was wetland flowers, sold as plants, plugs
vegetative mats, for the gravel pit reclamation market. The purpose of the project was to
such crops could be grown, harvested and marketed competitively with other pit reclama
approaches, specifically non-organic methods which may contaminate ground water rese
How we proceeded
Year 2002

The first job was to stake out a plot in the abandoned pit. Students mapped out this plot
the school's GIS computer system, locating it on top of the USGS clip of the aquifer and
maps of the political landmarks. In July 2001 a nine by nine foot plot was created and t
divided into nine sections. There were three types of cranberry plantings: unrooted clip
six inch mats with roots intact, and clippings put in four inch pots with the hopes of dig
up to sell as wetland potted plants. The three controls of each of the plantings were 1. j
sand (no additives), 2. pit sand amended with compost, and 3. pit sand amended with pe
(see the table below. ) The clippings and mats were collected from a 3 acre established
adjacent to the abandoned sand pit. The test plot was watered daily with a battery-powe
submersible pump from a water hole dug next to the plot. The water hole was easily don
an excavator since we were at water table level. It was a very dry summer, though, and
it challenging to keep these delicate plants sufficiently watered. Establishing the cranbe
plot took more time than estimated so the research with the wetland plants was postpon
2003.
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